What Is Wrong with People?!

Many of us are stunned by the increasingly
outrageous behavior of some people and
the indifference those folks have about the
effect their actions have upon the rest of us.
Others of us are discouraged by our own
stuckness regarding some issue. And then
there are those caring individuals who try
to help others only to watch them struggle
and fail over and over. These helpers
experience their compassion slowly turning
to frustration and hopelessness. What Is
Wrong With People?! avoids the two
extremes that often result in greater pain
and confusion; over simplistic answers to
complex situations and making things
unnecessarily
complicated
and
overwhelming. In these pages youll read
about four conditions (not one, not forty)
that people can find themselves in. Learn
the remedies to each of these conditions
and experience the freedom and
empowerment that comes from embracing
a complete solution. Learn the secret to
what is wrong with people!
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